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6  Gift Tax

For those who use the statistical tables

1  Notes on use

2   Terminology (for 2011)
The following terms in this section mean as follows.

3  Tax rate of gift tax, etc. (for 2011)
  (1) Calendar-Year Taxation

Less than
 2 million yen

Less than
 3 million yen

Less than
 4 million yen

Less than
 6 million yen

Less than
 10 million yen

Over
 10 million yen

Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen Million yen

  (2) Taxation System for Settlement at Time of Inheritance

4  Major deductions for gift tax
  (1) Exemption for spouse

  (2) Basic exemption
  (3) Special exemption

Tax rate

Amount
deducted

Gift tax is calculated by multiplying by a tax rate of 20% the figure calculated by deducting the special exemption (taxation system for
settlement at time of inheritance) from the total value of the property which is received as a gift within the period of one year and to
which the taxation system for settlement at the time of inheritance is applied. The gift tax is calculated separately for each specified
donor.

Refers to the amount of gift tax corresponding to the value of the gifted agricultural
land, etc., for which the payment is postponed under certain requirements. This can be
applied when the donee is the donor's presumptive heir and also the successor of the 
agricultural business.

6  Gift Tax

   This section shows the taxation statistics for those who acquired property as gifts during 2011 based on returns filed or cases
processed made by June 30, 2012 (excluding person who only chose calendar-year taxation on the rest of the value applied tax
exemption for the acquisition of a residence by fund donation, under the condition that the rest of the value does not exceed the
amount of the basic exemption).
   With respect to some items, the survey for taxation statistics was made based on returns filed or cases processed for those who
aquired properties as gifts before 2010.

Refers to the amount of gift tax corresponding to stocks, etc., for which the payment is
postponed (but only for a specific portion of stocks). This can be applied when the
donee of the stocks, etc., who is the successor of the business, runs the company by
acquiring all or not less than a certain portion of stocks, etc. in a non-listed company
approved by the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, by means of donation from
one of his/her relatives (former business owner).

 (3) Tax exemption for the acquisition of a
    residence by fund donation

If a person receives from his/her parent, grandparent, or other lineal ascendant a fund
for constructing or acquiring his/her own new residence building or extending or
reconstructing his/her own existing residence building (hereinafter referred to as
“residence acquisition fund”) as a gift and certain conditions are fulfilled, gift tax
corresponding to the residence acquisition fund or JPY 10 million, whichever is
smaller, is exempted.

 In the case of a marital term of more than 20 years, when residential real estate or money for
acquisition of residential real estate is donated to a spouse from his or her spouse, and the real estate is
being used or will be used for his or her dwelling by March 15 of the next year, either the value of the
residential real estate or 20 million yen, whichever is smaller, is deducted from the value of property
acquired by gift.
  As to the gift from the same spouse, this exemption for spouse is applicable only once for life.
 1.1 million yen is deducted from the total amount of value of properties donated for a year.

  (1) Amount of postponed tax payment for
 agricultural land, etc.

  (2) Amount of postponed tax payment for
stocks, etc.

For each specified donor, the smaller of the following two is deducted from the total value of the
property which is received as a gift within the period of one year and to which the taxation system for
settlement at time of inheritance is applied: 25 million yen (that portion of the 25 million yen special
exemption remaining if the special exemption was claimed in the previous year or earlier) or the value
of the gift tax for the specified donor.

taxation system for
settlement at time of
inheritance

Regarding the amount remaining after deducting the basic exemption of 1.1 million yen from the total value of the property received as
a gift in the period of one year, gift tax is calculated using the table below.

Taxation amount after
basic exemption
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